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San Bernardino

West Side Simmers Under Police Control

SPEQAL REPORT

In the late afternoon, Tuesday,
NOT. 11, a small group of
high-school aged youths were
reported by motorists to have
been throwing rocks at passing
cars on Muscott St. near Baseline.
A short itme later a molotov
cocktail or a "bottle which looked
lika a molotov cocktail" was
allegedly thrown into the street.
At this time the San Bernardino
Police department formed

roadblocks at either end of
Muscott (surrounding the Baseline
area) and awaited further action
from the youths. While forming
the roadblocks police received
reports that the youths, incensed
with their new-found impact, had
formed a barricade of their own,
and had ignited the contents of
several garble cans. The police
then moved in on the barricade
and dispersed the youths, making
few arrests.

In the early evening of the same
day Mayor Ballard declared the
city in an emei^ency situation and
placed a city-wide curfew in effect
until 6 a.m. the following
morning. The curfew stated that
any unlawful gathering would be
dispersed during these times, and
that people could not be on the
streets of the city without legal or
lawful reason.
The following afternoon Mayor
Ballard reinstated the curfew until
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Charlie Chapin Stars

Grove Press and Old Comedy Films
Show Friday and Saturday Evenings
Grove Press
-five Grove Press film will be
psented this evening at 8 p.m.
ly the Lectures and Public Affairs
Committee. The five films, all in'
olcMT and running under 20
oiDUtes each, will be shown in
4oom P.S. 10.
The first film, "In Between,"
directed by Stan Brakhage,
depicts stone faces and gigantic
cats sitting in judgement as a man
meets his fate in a fantasy of color
' and mood filled with all the
playful terror of a dream.
Another of Brakhage's films,
"Loving and Other Films,"
consists of an anthology of three
related works. The first,
"Loving," shows a boy and girl in
a forest clearing in a passionate
exploration of love. The ^ond
work, "The Wonder Ring," is a
nostalgic memento of a journey
on New York's "El" just before it
was demolished. "Nightcats," the
third work, is startling and intense
revelation of alien universe.
"Little Phantasy on a 19th
Century Painting," directed by
Norman McLaren, is a subtle
experiment in which Arnold
Boecklin's spectral "Isle of the
Dead" wakes up to mysterious
life.

Comedy Films

This film received the Award of
Distinction of the Creative Films
Foundation and the highest award
at the West German International
Film Festival and at the Bergamo
International Film Festival.
John
Habley
directed
"Moonbird." Two small boys
hunt an imaginary bird in a secret
and nocturnal adventure which
captures beautifully the wonder
of a child's world. This film won
an Academy Award as best short
film; it also won the Lion of Saint
Mark Award, Venice Film
Festival. It won first prize at the
Oberhausen Short Film Festival
and won special prize at the
Annecy Festival.

the California ballot, according to
planners.
Precincting work is being done
at the Freedom House, 9352
South Lincoln, San Banmdino,
and must be finished by the
November 26 deadline. Work
hours are firom 4 p.m. to midn^ht
on weekdays and firom 10 a.m. to
midn^ht on Saturday and
Sunday, The People's Lobby
needs all the h^p it can get
workers report.

returned to L.A. with interviews
of Ballard and Councilman
Gregory, and no pictures of the
actual "riot" rituation. NBC was
disappointed and baffled.
Du^g the afternoon of that
same day several West-enders
became alarmed at the amount of
pressure being given their
community, expecially in the
presence of no r^ danger. At this
point parents and youths joined
(Cont. on page 3, col. 1)

Educator to Speak:
"Black is the Color
of Progress
~A l)lack woman educator who
has been particularly concerned
with
educational
opportunities for minority and
low-income persons and the
general field of human relations
will speak here Tuesday, Nov. 25,
at 11 a.m.
She is Mrs. Geraldine Rickman
of San Diego, director of the
Community
Opportunity
Programs in Education (COPE)
Consortium and president of the

Tomorrow evening at 8:30 p.m. Chaplin's version of the turn of
in PS 110 the ASB will present the century Yukon gold rush. The
five old-time comedy films made condensed version to be shown
in the days of the alent films.
presented the most memorable
The ^rst two films star Charlie sequences; Chaplin's arrival at a
Chaplin. "The Tramp," Chaplin's lone prospector's cabin in the
a
blizzard;
produced by stop-motion first film in which pathos is m i d d l e o f
photography and mime and set to evident, ends on a note of sadness. hallucinations experienced by the
Made in 1915 it was the last film snow bound prospectors in which
synthetic sound.
produced at Essanay's Niles they see Chaplin as a giant turkey;
the famous Thanksgiving dinner
"Science Friction," directed by Studio in San Francisco.
Stan Vabrebeek, is a non-verbal
The second Chaplin film, "The conristing of C^plln's shoe; the
political satire that uses Gold Rush," released in 1925, is
(Coht. on ^e 2, col. 5)
pantomime and collage to reflect
on mass society, conformism and
today's infotuation with rockets.

McLaren's
second film,
"Neighbors," an Academy Award
winner, is a trenchant
contemporary classic, a comment
on violence and war. It was

People's Lobby Precints Petitions
The local People's Lobby drive
to end smog is shifting its efforts
toward precincting all of the
petitions which have recently
been rigned, according to Lobby
mendjKs.
The precincting of petitions is
demanded of petition-carriers by
State law before any of the
s^natures will be valid.
The People's Lobby is trying to
have all the petition signatures
precincted in order to have
anti-pollution initiatives placed on

further notice, from 6 p.m. until 6
a.m. every day. On this day San
Bernardino received nation-wide
news coverage of tis "riot";
coverage which was to continue
despite the fact that not one
window was broken nor one
building burned. In the eariy
afternoon of the second day NBC
sent out camera crews and
reporters from Los Angeles to
cover the "riot"; having found no
damage nor excitement they

COPE Foundation. She was the
first director of the Educational
Opportunities Program at San
Diego State College and has been
a consultant for the planning of
various community conferences
dealing with education, human
relations, community problems
and social services.
"Black is the Color of Progress"
is the title of her talk, to be given
in the Lecture Hall of the Physical
Sciences Building (P.S.IO). It is
open to the public. Sponsored by
the college's Lectures and Public
Affairs Committee, the visit by
Mrs. Rickman is one of the faU
qiiarter events keyed to the theme
"Black Expression."
Mrs. Rickman's public service
activities are both local and
state-wide. She is vice chairman of
the
California
Advisory
Commission on the Status of
Women and is on the boards of
the California Council for
Education Opportunity and the
National Conference of Christians
and Jews. She was appointed this
^ring to the Chancellor's Urban
Affairs Advisory Committee for
the University of California, San
Diego and also serves on the
steering committee for the Urban
Crisis and Higher Education
program sponsored by the
University of California.
She is a member of the
education task force of the Urban
Coalition and the board of the
Urban Affairs Institute of Los
Angeles.
"For meritorious community
service work to advance the status
of women," she was awarded the
National ^journer Truth Award
of the National Negro Business
and Professional Women's Gubs.
The Sisterhood of Temple Beth
Israel gave Mrs. Rickman its
Woman of Valor award in 1967
for her endeavors in the field of
interfaith relations.

40 Graduate
in December
Forty seniors have applied for
Fall, 1969, graduation, according
to the Admisaons and Records
office. This is an increase of
nineteen and almost doubles that
NICKNORDON,, III, joins CSCSB students in last Friday's chalk-in to of Fall of 1968, when twenty-one
vvrite "Peace, Brothers."
(Photo by Steve imiaiek) graduated.
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BSU Confers Here Saturday
The Black Students Union of
CSCSB will hold a black
intercollegiate conference
emphasizing black unity on
campus Saturday, November 22,
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Roger
Scott, publicity chairman for the
event, said several workshops will
be held dealing with various topics

like black economics, leadership
and the place of the black woman
in America.
Those planning to attend are
urged to contact Bob Sherman in
Riverside (682-6275) or the EOP
Office at CSCSB. Entertainment
will be provided by the Zimbabwe
African Rhythm Group.

Tent Actors Hold Reunion Here
The "good old days" of the
repertoire theater will be recalled
in a reunion of tent show actors
and managers to be held Sunday,
Nov. 30, at California State
College, San Bernardino.
William S l o u t , a s s i s t a n t
professor of drama at CSCSB who
was reared in a traveling family
show, is arranging the meeting of

UC Faculties Support Angela Davis
Faculties at alt nine University
of California campuses have acted
or are expected to act soon to
nullify a 19-year old policy
endorsement stating that
Communist Party members are
not acceptable as UC faculty
members, a position the Regents
have upheld in their recent firing
of Angela Davis, a UCLA assistant
professor of philosophy.

'Great White Hope'
Opens Dec. 2
in Los Angeles

t h e National Society for t h e
Preservation of Tent, Folk and
Repertoire Theatre.
The society, oi^anized in 1968,
is an attempt to collect the lore of
an area of American drama which
is nearly extinct, explained
Professor Slout. Because of many
LOS ANGELES - The most
of the "old timers" are now in
acclaimed
play of the year, "The
California, a reunion being
Great White Hope," will open a eeeoeeeeoeeeeeeeoBeyaec
scheduled here.
six-week engagement at the
Ahmanson Theatre of the Music
Center, December 2 through
January 10.
LIBRARY HOURS
Howard Sackler's drama, to be
FOR
produced by Center Theatre
Group, has recently won top
THANKSGIVING
theatrical awards, including the
Pulitzer Prize, the New York
WEEKEND
student club, unless that club has Drama Oitics Circle Award, and
been previously involved with the Tony Award, all for best play
draft counseling.
of the year.
The provision about clubs,
Fifty-e^ht actors, who between
however, is subject to the
them
play nearly 250 different Closed Thurs,, Nov. 27
approval of the college president.
roles,
make
up the cast of "The
Copies of the opinion are due to
Great
White
Hope"
which is based
be mailed to student presidents
loosely on the life and times of
shortly.
Jack Johnson, fii^
Negro 9 a.m.—5 p.m. Sat., Nov. 29
heavjrwe^ht champion of the
world.

Chancellor Says Student Funds
Can Not Pay Draft Counseling
The office of legal counsel for
the Chancellor has Issued a l^al
opinion, dated Nov. 6, stating that
Associated Student funds may not
be expended for draft counseling.
The opinion also says that funds
may not be used even if they are
channeled through a recognized

Students Needed as Translators
Juniors or seniors majoring in a
foreign language and foreign
rtudents with a special expertise
in their native language are needed
to help as interpreters at San
Bernardo County Hospital,
girding to Richard Bennecke,
activities advisor.

Evening performances are at
8:30 p.m. Monday through
Many non-English speaking Saturday, matinees Thursday and
people, who are disabled and ill, Saturday at 2:30 p.m. Student
need someone to converse with discounts may be obtained with
them in their native tongue. identification.
Interested students who fill the
requirements and are interested in
volunteering one or two hours a
week of their time should contact
Mr. Bennecke in L-111.

Businessmen to Advise Students
A B o a r d of Counselors,
comprised of business and
professional leaders in the area, is
being formed to advise the
business administration
department at California State
College, San Bernardino.
Chairman of the group is
Robert C. Fess, a certified public
accountant with Lester Witte and
Co. in San Bernardino.

Fess is working with College
President John M. Pfau and Dr.
Richard Graves, chairman of the
business administration
department, to develop a
committee of leaders fiom the
area served by the college who are
interested in helping to prepare
students for careers in business
and the professions.

Recruters To Come on Campus
Recruiting on campus next
Monday, November 24, will be
representatives from Riverside
County. Seniors who wish to learn
about employment opprotunities
with Riverside County agencies
are invited to reserve interview
time in the Placement Office, LA
2B today.
On Tuesday, December 2,
General Telephone will be talking

This follows Los Angeles
Superior Court Judge Jerry
Pacht's ruling that UC Regents
acted in defiance of the United
States Constitution when they
fired Davis. Davis is still teaching.
Davis is black, is a graduate,
magna cum laude, of Brandeis
Univerdty, and is presently
working for her doctorate in
philosophy under Herbert
Marcuse at UC, San Diego. She is
also a self admitted communist.
The Regents fired her in support
of a 29-year old policy against
employing communists. Nineteen
years ago the UC Faculty Senate
endorsed that position. It said
that communists would not b^
acceptable as faculty because
Communist Party commitments

for interviews because of the
Thank^iving holiday break.
Redondo Beach Schools will be
at CSCSB on Friday, December 5
to describe their openings to those
completing elementary student
teaching this school year.

Annuals on Sale

ANNUALS ARE NOW ON
SALE IN FRONT OF the
to students interested in learning cafeteria from 10-12 A.M. The
about career job opportunities price is $2.50, and the sale will
with that company. Interested last from now until the end of
seniors are urged to sign up now November.

w o u l d p r e j u d i c e impartial
scholarship.
Davis has stated that her
philosophy would not affect ha
classroom objectivity. She said she
encouraged her students to tell
her if they felt what she said was
wrong.
According to Judge Pacht, to
uphold the Regents action would
in effect "con^itute the creation
of a special group to decide whose
views are acceptable." He also
issued an injuction preventing the
univerdty from spending any
more tax money to force Davis'
dismissal.
T h e Regents' lawyer has
submitted a writ, of mandate to
the State Court of Appeals to
overturn Judge Pacht's rulings.

(Cont. from page 1)
rescue and New Year's eve in
town; the prospectors' search for
their lost mine; and the
cliff-hanging climax.
"Our Daredevii Chief" is a
1915 comedy starring Ford
Sterling as Chief of the Keystone
Cops. A small time thug, A1 St.
John, with the aid of the mayor,
keeps things hopping.
'"The Hooded Helper" is the
fourth of the famous Pearl White
serials produced in 1910:
Featured in this are Oeigbton
Hale and Sheldon Lewis. It is
filled with sinister characters,
mysterious sliding parcels, Oriental
armor and thrown daggers; but
9 a.m.—5 p.m. Fri., Nov, 28 Pauline survives it all.
I n '*Moan a n d Groan"
childhood pranks and serious
problems get the Little Rascals,
1 p.m.—5 p.m. Sun., Nov. 30 Hal Roach's Our Gang Kids, into
comic situations that have never
scccoaops'gogcoao&aftpg&pa been equalled.

'
'
'
'
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Vance Geier Holds Draft

(Cont. from page 1)
together in an effort towarde

Counsellors Workshop

understanding the situation and
getting the police out of the area.
Abo at this point Mayor Ballard
was quoted by interviewers to
have said (in reference to the
bands of youths which still
roamed the streets during daylight
hours) . . . "Bottles and rocks are
dangerous weapons. By God, they
should be shot." At this point
tendons were heightened, and
paranoia in the community spread
wide.
The following evenings were
ones of extreme tendon. Police
blockaded Muscott Street from
Rfth to above Baseline. Highway
htrol, the Sheriff's Department
and the San Bernardino Police
Department joined in the effort —
making several arrests, stopping
and searching the majority of
passii^ cars, and roaming the
streets with M-16*8 and tear-gas
penades. The West end was quiet DEE CONLEY, senior-biology, leads "Pawprint" journalism workshop.
and awaited the outbreak of a war The workshop will meet Tuesday, Nov. 25, from 1 to 5 p.m. In L-114.
(Photo by Steve Imiaiek)
which it felt Mayor Ballard had
declared on its people.
Friday evening many of the Council was not going to endorse
Black people of the area met at the Mayor's curfew; but
endorsement came after the City
the Cultu^ Center on E Street,
itself was threatened with sever^
and decided after many hours of civil suits from citizens affected
qieeches and excitement to
remain cool and not allow the by the curfew. A final situation
Mayor to wage the war which considered ' the availability of
they felt he wanted. They decided State and Federal funds for
as a whole to keep the city cool, mayors of cities in a state of
to keep the streets cool, and to emeigency. These situations are
patrol Muscott themselves to the three mo^ cited by citizens of
insure that things maintained their the West end as being responsible
(vesent state of calmness. Most for Mayor Ballard's decision to
people at the meeting felt that if declare the situation an
they reacted in the same way that emei^ency, and eventually call the
die police were acting towards curfew.
tbem their community would be
destroyed, and they would be
The following are excerpts from
killed.
interviews made with members of
the Westend community
At 5:45 p.m., Saturday, Mayor concerning the curfew:
Ballard and Councilman Norris
Gregory made a joint statement
Willie Wilbourn, former
cancelling the curfew, on the basis Chairman San Bernardino CORE
of a calm situation in the general and founder of the San Bernardino
area surrounding the original Freedom Schools: "I see the
"riot."
white community full of apathetic
dummies. . .they don't see what is
In the process of events happening in front of them. There
surrounding the curfew several was an attempt by the Mayor to
unrealted situations prevailed start a riot. No buildings were
which may have had some effect burned, no windows were broken,
on the direction of the curfew
itself. Thursday, Nov. 13, there and there was no riot. The curfew
was to have been a Grand Jury violated peo^es' civil rights. The
public statement made concerning curfew was in effect ail ov&[ town,
an indictment t^ainst Mayor enforced only in the Black
Ballard regarding funds allegedly community. During the Hrst day
the curfew the Black
misappropriated during his of
election campaign. The existence community thought maybe there
of the curfew indefinitelycancelled was some undercover plot which
the statement. During the initial only the Mayor knew about; but
debate on the matter, the City the next ^ys, with all the
interviews, etc., showed it to all
be a shuck. I see Mayor Ballard
JET CHARTERS
looking for a riot, and now he's
$259 from LA. 5.13/6-14
gone to the High School to create
$289 from L.A. 7-16/9-26
to London, return fAmsterdam one."
$139 from LA. 9^-1979
EUROPE JET FLIGHTS
O.W. to London / Amsterdam
For students, faculty and staff
STEAMSHIP incl. all meals
only)
$210 Florida to Southhampton
Los
Angeles-London
6-15
(RourKi-trIp)
JtySSy^ studies
Mar 29-June 16, 11 Weeks,
ask for our low priced courses.
$255;
June 15-Sept. 22, 14
Phone (213) 2744)729 or mail
Weeks, $295; June 21-Aug. 21,
coupon for free info, to
9 Weeks, $295; July 5-Sept. 3,
_ E.JUHI^c/o
8 Weeks. $295.
" SFERRA TRAVEL INC.
9875 Santa Monica B.,
For application, write or call:
Beverly Hills, Calif.
LTS TRAVEL: 4246 Overland
Name
Avenue, Culver City, 90230
Street
(213) 839-7591, (714) 682-3773
City
-Zip
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A volunteer worker (from
Australia) of Rumor Control, a
racially mixed group working for
the
Human
Relations
Commisaon, said: "NBC came in
and took no pictures, found no
riot, found nothing happening. An
editorial in the "Sun-Telegram"
recommended that Ballard stay
out of the West side of town if
any further disturbances occur.
Maybe Ballard made the situation
more tense."
Art Townsend, editor of the
"Precinct Reporter" and recent
candidate for Mayor, said: "The
so-called riot
was no riot. It
should not have been so
designated. Police and parents
could have handled the situation
after the first incident without

Vance Geier, of the American students who do counseling for
Friends Service Committee in C!al-State students.
"The draft is not equitable,"
Pasadena conducted a Draft
counselors' workshop and seminar says Geier. "Minority students are
last Wednesday morning at drafted at a much higher
CSCSB. Two local high schools, percentage than are whites." Geier
San Gorgonio and Pacific, each also stressed the importance of
sent five representatives to the getting draft information to
workshop, and the CSCSB Draft young men prior to their initial
Information Service sent six registration with their draft board
at age eighteen. If men have the
necessary information at this
9 9
ft
time, they can often prevent
unfortunate and time-consuming
confrontations with their boards
at a later date. "We try to
Operation Contact Tutorial encourage students to face the
Center, 1626 W. Baseline, needs draft. We want young men to be
interested college students to help well-informed, and then they have
adults studying, for educationri the baris for an intelligent
equivilancy program, and children decision about their porition with
who are behind in school, the draft. Often they come to us
according to Marie Borman, when it's too late, when they have
education implementer.
their induction notice in their
The center is open Monday hands."
through Thursday from 6 to 9
At the workshop the counselors
p.m. Interested persons may call were given complimentary packets
TU 8-0311 to arrange their hours. containing baric Selective Service
Operation contact is one of the procedureal information. The
agencies set up by the representatives discussed various
Dependency
P r e v e n t i o n a^ects of the SS Form 150 for
Commission, a U.S. government Conscientious Objectors and th(.
agency, to hrip poor people with relevance of the 1965 Supreme
educational, medical, legal, (Ourt ruling in the Seeger case.
community, employment and The basic Appeal procedure was
houring problems.
detailed with explanations of the
groups like it for change. They rights and limitations of local
want leaderriiip five or 10 years draft boards, state appeal boards,
from now. Our youngsters are and the Preridential appeal.
It was noted that, at the present
reshaping the role of leadership
time,
two out of three draftees are
for five or 10 years from now.
sent
to
Vietnam.
They cannot do it with the brute
Student Joseph Kamps
force that Ballard has suggested.
personally encouraged several
They must use involvement of all. high-school counselors to contact
I didnt agree with Ballard's
method of controlling the the (Ol-State Draft Information
situation. The Grand-Jury Service to exchange ideas about
statement was delayed for the problems. The counselors seemed
disturbance. Ballard is conridering receptive to the suggestion.
Students on campus needing
running for the State Senate.
counseling
or information should
Maybe these are reasons for his
reaction, I dont know. There contact Draft Information Service
must be a continuing effort by all members at the table set up
of us to solve these problems now. Mondays, Wednesdays and
In a few years our younger people Fridays from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in
will be in high school; if we dont the quad. They may also phone
have more to offer them we're in for an appointment at TU 6-5481.
trouble."

Contact
Needs Tutors

Ballard's inflamatory remarks.
There are so many things going on
that our youngsters are mad about
— we parents have failed our kids.
Ten years of negotiations with the
school district have been
unfruitful. Our kids are forcing
the school boards to react.
Violence is apparently the only
threat to the power struture $200,000 from the Police
which will bring any response. It Department for promoting special
projects, more personnel,
is unfortunate, but the kids are community relations programs. If
doing their thing because their this money had been spent there
parents have failed them. I also would be less problems. We need
see much good coming out of it. to involve our youngsters to a
The recent disturi>ance formed a much larger degree in what they
concerned fathers group with want to be involved in and be
hope in trying to solve the baric heard in. SDS is very vocal, and in
problems of our youth now. it are many of the elite of our
Incidents at San Gorgonio and society; the greatest minds our
society has to offer are working in
Pacific Highs brought the
attention of financial leaders of
the city. I can see much good, yet
it is truly unfortunate that this is
OUT DOORS CLUB hike and
necessary to move this city. These
rock
climb — meet at Market
kids are dead serious. They seem
Basket
at4024 Sierra at 9:00 a.m.
to actually hate the police. It is
not the police's foult; there is no Saturday.
adequate community relations
department. Drugs and narcotics
THE HAYRIDE Saturday has
departments are also grossly been rescheduled because of the
inadequate. Ballard released film. It will be from 5:30 to 7:30.

Announcements

EARN MONEYWHILE AT COLLEGE
Wanted: A campus representative for a large tour operator.
Specializing in student/facuhy trips, charters, etc. Please phone
213-272-8423 for details.

OUTDOORS CLUB meeting in
P.E. conference room 10 a.in.
Tuesday Nov. 25.

Smog
Help People's Lobby
precinct signatures
this evening at 6 p.m.
at the Mission Inn,
Galleria Room. Bring
friends. We must'
meet next week's
deadline, the work
is easy; plus refreshments,
and entertainment.
For rides, call Freedom
House
M0990!
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The Vietnam War:

0."KIT"

"Still Is a Case of Old Men's Pride
and Young Men's Lives" ~ Congressman John V. Tunney
U.S. Representative John V. Tunney,
38th District,, spoke out against the
continued Vietnam war, describing its
history and analysing the national and
international conflicts it has created, in an
address to a war-moratorium convocation
at Loma Linda University last Friday. The
following is a text of his speech.
America did not realize wnen we went
into Vietnam that the country was in the
midst of an unresolved conflict over
fundamental political loyalties, nor did we
understand what the underlying nature of
the conflict really was.
Our leaders at the time said that we were
flghting against international aggression in
which one foreign country had invaded its
neighbor. Critics, on the other hand, said
that we were fighting in a civil war which
was purely an internal matter among
southern Vietnamese. But as the war has
dragged on, some of the facts
misunderstood earlier have now become
painfully clear.
America is fighting in Vietnam in a
revolution involving all of the Vietnamese
people — north and south. The revolution
was begun in August 1945, and over the
years, it developed support in all areas of
Vietnam from the China border in the
north to the Gulf of Thailand in the south.
Opposed to it initially were the French,
who had governed Vietnam as a colony,
and Vietnamese who had associated
themselves with France.
Prior to 1954, no one talked about south
or north Vietnam as being two distinct
foreign countries. Vietnam was one
country, but th^ were two governments,
each claiming to be the sole legitimate
authority for all of Vietnam. Yet neither
nde had enough political support to govern,
the entire country. Maps ^owed Vietnam
fr^mented from north to south into a
pat^work pattern oi scattered <ireas where
neither the revolutionaries nor the
pro-French Vietnamese held sway.
By 1954, the struggle reached a
stalemate due to the steady growth of the
revolutionaires* power. A temporary
partition of the country at the 17th
Parallel was agreed upon at the Geneva
Conference as a means of establishing a
ceasefire between the opposing
governments, but when they withdrew
their forces into the north and south
behind the partition line, neither side
relinquished its claim to be the sole
government for all of Vietnam. Yet in the
eyes of the United States, two new
countries had been created — North
Vietnam and South Vietnam. Although
this interpretation fit neatly into our view
of the world, expecially after our
experience in Korea, it was a
miscalculation that would cost us dearly.
Of coiurse, neither Saigon nor Hanoi has
ever referred to themselves officially or
unofficially as South and North Vietnam.
In fact, the constitution adopted by Saigon
in 1967 says in its first article that —
"Vietnam is a territorially indivisible,
unifled and independent republic." Its
preamble states that the purpose of the
government is to unite the nation and unite
the territory.
Despite these firm intentions, Saigon has
never been able to unite even the territory
south of the 17th parallel. In 1954, when
the revolutionaries withdrew their regular
troops into the north, a surface calm
settled over the south. But beneath the
surface, the revolutionaries maintained
deep and widespread political loyalties.
About 3 to 4 million Vietnamese living
south of the 17th parallel — almost a third
of the population there in 1954 — had

commensurate with the sacrifices being
mady by our fighting men and by our
people here at home.
The most essential sacrifices required of
Saigon are political in nature. Jealous of
their power, the Saigon generals have
adamantly refuses to move beyond their
monopoly control over the instruments of
government, and only by the most intense
American pressure have they on a few
occasions in the past been persuated to
broaden their regime.
By selfishly guarding the privileges of the
few, the Saigon government has failed to
win the potential power of the many. The
revolutionaries, however, have developed
increasingly larger amounts of power
because they have oi^anized a political
community which offers opportunities
unavailable to peasant villagers in the
Saigon government. The revolutionaries
have won greater loyalties because they
reward performance in support of the
revolutionary cause with lai^er amounts of
personal authority and responsibility.
"Prior to 1954 no one talked about ; In other words, the revolutionaries have
%
south or north Vietnam as being \ won the loyalties of rural people by giving
them a personal stake in the success of the
two distinct foreign countries."
• revolutionary cause.
Last year, my d^tinguished colleague,
John Moss of Sacramento, reported that
since 1954, Saigon has redistributed to
individual peasant formers less than 15 p^
cent of the rice land made available to the
formation of the Viet Cong and the government through American aid for land
beginning of small-scale guerilla warfare in reform. Instead, the Saigon regime has kept
the late 1950's. Others have said that the the lands on a tenant baas so that rent
rekindling of the conflict occurred because money could go into the hands of those
of a carefully orchestrated plan designed who control the government. Moreover,
by Hanoi to take ov^ the South.
Congressman Moss reported that Saigon
Even if satisfactory answers are found to has consistently foiled to enforce its own
these questions, they will be less important
laws with respect to expropriating the large
to Americans than our understanding the land holdings of the pnvileged few.
conflict in which we became involved.
Without this understanding, the war may
continue out of some illusory belief that
pur militory force can have a deciding
intact on this struggle for power amor^
the Vietnamese.
When I say that the struggle for power in
Vietnam is a revolution, I do not use this
term as rhetoric or for polemical purposes.
I use it to explain why the side we have
been supporting has remained weak — why
the Communists have developed the power
to stalemate a truly masdve American
military force.
Perhaps the potency of revolution in
Vietnam can best be put in perspective if I
point out that as late as 1938, only 11,000
French troops aided by a 16,000-man local
militia were able to maintain France's
colonial rule throughout all of Indochina —
an area nearly half again as large as France
itself — an area which included Laos and
Cambodia as well as Vietnam.
Even as late as 1953, after the outbreak
of revolution, a French-led force of only
70,000 French regulars, 68,000 Legionaires
and 300,000 Vietnamese — a total of less
than 450,000 men — were able to hold out
against the revolutionaries and maintain
some form of French presence throughout
the country.
Why is it, then, that today, in a small
slice of what once was French Indochina, a
superbly equipped modem army of more
than 500,000 American troops, plus
1,200,000 South Vietnamese soldiers, have
not been able to achieve a military victory?
The answer is really quite simple: Brave
and courageous American troops have been
ordered to perform a task which cannot be
completed by nulitary means. They have
been asked to maintain a government in
power in Saigon, a government which has
been unwilling to make sacrifices of its
own that are anywhere near to being
been committed to the revolutionaries'
government for nearly nine years before
partition.
Although the Geneva Conference called
for an election in 1956 to unite Vietnam
and end the temporary partition, the
election never occurred. Then, as now, the
basic problem was reaching an
accommodation between the two sides so
that they could compete with each other in
peaceful politics rather than take their
stru^le for power to the battlefield.
In the absence of
such an
accommodation, the struggle for power in
Vietnam began again with a new intensity.
A fruitless debate has raged over which side
was responsible for starting up a new phase
of the conflict. Some observers have said
that Saigon's attempt to root out the
revolutionaries' local political conization
in the rural areas was responsible for the
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The reason for this protection of the
privileged is clear. The &igon govemmeot
is under the powerful influence of absentee
landlords — about 6,300 of whom,
according to latest available statistics, own
45 per cent of the rice land in the Mekong
Delta, the richest rice-growing region in the
country. It covers about one-quarter of the
territory of southern Vietnam and contains
almost one-half its population. It's hard to
imagine a greater concentration of power
than when two per cent of the landowners
have almost half of the richest land in
\letnam.
I could go on and on separating historical
fact from the fantasy indulged in by our
policy-makers for years. But to get right to
the point —
The tragedy of President Nixon's speech
of one week ago today is that he does not
understand the nature of the conflict. He
does not understand the history of the
Vietnam revolution.
The President does not offer a
prescription for peace — he offers a plan
for prolonged war.
He fails to understand the absolute
necessity for the Saigon regime to broaden
its base of popular support in order to win
the loyalty of its own people.
The President says we must Vietnamize
the war. Yet this mistakenly assumes that
Saigon alone can do that which we could
not do together — win a military victory.
His prescription would have us keep our
troops in Vietnam until Saigon is able to
take over the flghting.
But Sa^on knows that when they take
over the fighting, we will leave and that
their regime will be exposed.
The President, then, has encouraged
Saigon to resist his attempts to Vietnamize
the^ war. He has apparently written a
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guarantee that American troops will be in
Vietnam indeHnitely to protect them from
their own people.
Unfortunately, the President's plan has
no incentives for Saigon to do its part in
taking over the flghting, or in achieving a
political settlement of the war. The
President has assured them that we will
stay and do their fighting for them.
The use of the term "Vietnamization"
seems clearly designed to take the sting out
of the war here at home by driving it off
the front pages of our newspapers. By
cutting our troop strength in half, there is
hope in the White House that the cjisualty
lists and the war costs will drop so
drastically that Americans will became
much less concerned about the war than
they are today.
But the war in Vietnam cannot be fought
cheaply. Saigon's weaknesses are too
fundamental to be compensated by a
multi-billion program of re-equipment, and
an indefinite continuation of American
artillery and airpower.

Saigon's weaknesses are political, and
neither our military force nor theirs can
compensate for them indefinitely. The day
of reckoning will come. We can, if we
choose, have this reckoning on fovorable
terms. But if we choose to continue the
war even on a reduced basis, I fear that we
^•EAE*«E««E#E»«E*E««EEEEEEEAEEE#*EE«»*AE«

• "The President does not offer a
: prescription for peace ~ he offers a
• plan for prolonged war.**
•

which I am a member, received a resolution
supporting the Prerident, brushed aride the
crying need for hearings, and passed it.
This was the first resolution on Vietnam to
come before the Committee rince the Gulf
of Tonkin Resolution, and it was passed
overwhelmingly with as little forethought.
Needless to say, I voted against last week's
resolution, as did only seven of my
Committee colleagues.
Apparently, the majority of the
Committee was moved the same way 77
per cent of the American people reportedly
were moved after the President's speech.
They were moved by his rhetoric of
withdrawal. He gave the American people
nothing else. He gave us no plan for
withdrawal, no prescription for peace.

risk future crises which will take the lives
of more Americans in combat and
needlessly continue the chaos in Vietnam.
And I say that this is unacceptable.
But unfortunately, this is symptomatic
of official thinking. Last Thursday, the
House Foreign Affairs Committee, of
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However, this will happen only when wf
announce and begin a systematic
withdrawal of all our troops — not just our
combat troops — from South Vietnam.
This withdrawal can be achieved within
12 to 18 months and in such a way as to
give maximum protection to our departing
troops.
Our withdrawal must not be dependent
upon the whim of the Saigon generals, or
upon the derires of the Communist
revolutionaries.

The Saigon regime must be presented
with a fait accompli — We are leaving!
But any prescription for peace must do
more. It must stop the killing — if it can.
We must make the necessary efforts to
negotiate a mutual ceasefire as our men
It is time for bold initiatives based on finally come home — alive.
historical honesty.
Hearing the President last week refer
Saigon must make the political over and over again to his deep fear of
accommodations with their own people, "defeat and humilation," I can only say
accommodations which heretofore they that the war still is a case of old men's
have been unwilling to make.
pride and young men's lives.

RADICAL RELIGION
THURSDAYS

NEWMAN CENTER

7:30
TU 7-4045

LEADER: FATHER LEO
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A COMMUNITY U. COURSE

World Campus Afloat
is a college that does more
than broaden horizons.
It sails to them and beyond.
Again In 1970, the World Campus Afloat
program of Chapman College and Associated
Colleges and Universities will take qualified
students, faculty and staff Into the world
laboratory.
Chapman College now is accepting final
applications for the next three consecutive
semesters: Spring 1970, Fall 1970 and
Spring 1971. Preliminary applications also
may be made for all future semesters.
Fall semesters depart New York for ports
in Western Europe and the Mediterranean,
Africa and South America, ending In
Los Angeles. Spring semesters circle the
world from Los Angeles through the Orient,
India and South Africa to New York.
For a catalog and other Information,
complete and mail the coupon below.

Art student Leana Leach of Long Beach
sketches ruins of once-buried city during
Worfd Campus Afloat visit to Pompeii.

SAFETY INFORMATION: The s.s. Ryndam,
registered in The Netherlands, meets
International Safety Standards for new ships
developed In 1948 and meets 1966 fire
safety requirements.

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

McGEORGE SCHOOL OF LAW

WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
Director of Student Selection Services
Chapman College, Orange, Calif. 92666
Please send your catalog and any other material I need to have.
HOME INFORMATION

SCHOOL INFORMATION
Mr.
Mist
Mrs.

hirst

Last Name

initial

Home Phone

Street

Campue Addresa

State

City

Zip

Camous Phorw (
)
Area Code
Year in School

State

City

Name of school

Approx. GPA on 4.0 scale

Street

Home Address

Zip

)
Area Code

Until
info shouid be sent to campus • home •
approx. date
I am interested in • Faii

Spring Q 19-

• i would like lo taik to a representative of WORLD
CAMPUS AFLOAT

THE PROGRAM OF THE SCHOOL OF LAW ENABLES
STUDENTS TO BEGIN THE STUDY OF LAW IN THE SUMMER
QUARTER (JUNE 1970) OR AUTUMN QUARTER (SEPTEMBER
1970), IN EITHER THE THREE YEAR DAY OR FOUR YEAR
EVENING DIVISION. McGEORGE OFFERS THE JURIS DOCTOR
DEGREE.
ACCREDITED BY THE AMERICAN
BAR
ASSOCIATION.
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS OF PROSPECTIVE LAW
STUDENTS WILL BE HELD ON TUESDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1969
FROM 2:30 TO 4:30 p.m., IN THE PLACEMENT CENTER.
CONTACT THE PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR AN APPOINTMENT
OR FURTHER INFORMATION.
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REPORT:

Police Use Tear Gas to Quell

STUDENT SENATE OK'S
DRAFT INFORMATION
FUNDS
By MARY R. WHITBY,
Senate secretary
The Senate last Tuesday meeting with one alteration. The
decided it would allocate funds to ASB secretary is to receive a
the Draft Information Service for salary of $350 instead of $200.
the counseling and dissimination
of draft information. This item
T h e yearbook staff then
passed despite a posable conflict requested the allocation of
with the lltle Five clause created $717.75 to supplement the cost
by the Board of Trustees. It was of publication of a yearbook. The
also decided that NOke Clark Senate tabled the item untO
would head a committee to study further study could be made into
the allocation of funds to the the demand for such a
different disciplinary councils in publication. The item will be
order to bring ASB government discussed at the next Senate
and disciplinary representation meeting under old business. It was
closer together. Roger Scott and also decided to discontinue the
Joe Aguilar were approved as the publication of the Student
flnal appointments to the Judicial Handbook, primarily because of
Board.
the negligence on the part of the
The Senate approved the ASB Collie duplicating center and
budget and the changes made in it Dean Gerald Sherba, and that a
as a result of the June 19, 1969 letter would be sent to the College
duplicatii^ center and to Sherba
condemning the breach of
contract for the publication of the
Student Handbook.

Letters
It's All the Same'
By JOHN THWING
Wasn't last Friday's "chalk-in" a
wonderful display? A wonderful
display of conq)lete lack of
decency and respect for public
property.. .a wonderful display of
the overwhelming degeneracy of a
handful of Cal-State's students. .
.a wonderful display of a basic
disregard for moral principles. . .a
wonderful display of their level of
intell^ence and ambition. . .and a
wonderful display of racial
prejudice.
One example of literary talent
read "the blacks are proud", '*the
whites are foul." (I was under the
impression that today's generation
wanted equal rights for all —
sounds like old-fashioned
discrimination to me.) Other
literary works ranged from "love
not war", "peace" to just plain
innocent doodles in pastel chalk.
Some students participating
seemed really dedicated to a
cause, some just expressed animal
hostilities, and others just amused
themselves.
No matter if it is in the form of
this "chalk-in", a demonstration,
peach march, or "lovein". . .It is
all the same — a part of a gigantic
mass movement for a cause — a
cause which in its basic context is
good. . .peace — but has been
infiltrated by socialists,
Communists, radicals, and
"left-wingers" who want to
destroy the American way of life,
the principles of democracy and
love of country, and undermine
the prestige of i^e United States
as ^e greatest nation in the
world.

TUTORS
NEEDED
for children and adults (GED)
Operation Contact
1626 W. Base Line
San Bernardino, Calif.
TU 8-0311
Monday — Thursday 6 •* 9
Volunteer Work — Anybody
arrange your own hours.

ilie Senate voted that Thomas
McBride and Nancy Saunders
would attend a national
conference on educational reform
at Knox College in Illinois. The
Senate decided that such a
conference would not only
benefit
the Community
University's experimental
approach to education but would
be beneHcial to the general
curriculum reform on campus as
well.
Senators present were: Kent
Mtchell, senior class; Marty
McOelland jr. class; Mike Clark, jr
'class; Kristi Seller, soph, class;
Ron Albright, soph, clak; Nancy
Saunders, f^. class; Ronda
Smith, fres. class; Mike Ross,
senator-at-lai^e, Marlin Brown,
Senate president. Senators absent:
Ken Harper.
The next Senate meeting will be
at 10 a.m., November 24, in room
L149.

High 'School Disturbance
Last Friday night at a football
game tensions rose between
Blacks and Whites as Mayor
Ballard's curfew was imposed and
as lack of communication
between factions continued.
Monday morning tensions arose
again, and a small right erupted in
the quad of the school at about
10:15. During this right, which
lasted about 10 minutes, police
swarmed onto the campus and^
sprayed tear and pepper gas on
the assembly of confused
students. At 10:30 the order was
given to suspend school for the
day, and buses were loaded with
students. Before loading into the
buses, the mass of students in the
quad were surrounded by two

groups of police (during the
gassing), and according to one
witness *Vere told by the one
group to go home, by the other
group to stay whare they were."
Thus the confusion rose, and most
people weren't sure exactly what
was happening.
After the group of students in
the quad had been dispersed, and
buses were being loaded, police
saw two students handing rocks
into the windows of one bus.
Buses were slow to move,
apparently because of a pair of
skiis had gotten in the way
accidentally, and the police
convei^ed on the two youths to
arrest them. Amos T. Cauley,
Director of Rumor Control, on

AFT Denounces
Dumke Aid
An aide to State College
Chancellor Glenn Dumke was
denounced today as an "arrogant
bungler" by the head of the
college branch of the American
Federation of Teachers. Dr. John
Sperling chaj^ed that William
Storey, Director of Governmental
Affairs for the State College
system, ^insulted the intelligence
and dignity of the faculties of
both the State Colleges and the
University of California" in a
speech given Monday before the
&n Jose State College Academic
Ck)uncil. Storey had advised the
professors to keep their political
views quiet or, as he put it, **to be
politically sensitive" to the
thinking of legislators.

Storey su^ested a campaign to
rebuild the 'image of faculty
members" and to reduce the
"incidents that are earily
misunderstood by the public."
The two incidents Storey used to
illustrate his point were the
appointments of Angela Davis at
UCLA and Marvin X at Fresno
State College. Neither Miss Davis
nor Marvin X ^ould have been
You, who really want peace — hired, according to Storey.
examine yourself, your cause,
"Clearly," Spiling stated,
those associated with you, and
"Dumke
and his mindless
your method of acquiring it — ask
yourself, "Am I really doing this lieutenants want political eunuchs
for my country and the world? If for his faculty, men who will keep
we pull out of Viet Nam.. .won't their mouths and minds shut. If
this be another victory for the faculty members agree to
Communists, the ones trying to relinquish their right to express
take peace and freedom from us? their social and political views,
Isn't their goal con:q)lete takeover Dumke holds out the promise of
security and material gain. They
of the free world? What country is
are asking the faculty to surrender
next? Shall we leave to future
the primary values for which the
generations the horrible threat of
government which stands for
not being &ee and being able to
democracy, liberty and justice for
express ourselves?
Now, think about this.. .we are all. And. . .we have freedom of
speech.
Americans and citizens of the
Let's direct our ambitions,
neatest nation in the world. We
goals, and dedication to preserving
are going to an excellent school
these principles and ideals — let's
with good instructors and a
be proud of our school and our
beautiful campus. We have a
country. Join with me and let's
say "I love my country, I will
EUROPE
honor and defend its heritage, and
I $200 to $295 round trip also I
I am proud to be an American!"
Ito Israel and Orient rep. Amitj
. . .If you don't have the guts to
{peles (714) 735-9140, 15621 do this, then try your
demonstrations, "love-ins", peace
B-2, Pleasant View Ave.,
marches, and "chalk-ins" on the
Corona, California, 91720, S.B.
streets
of Hanoi, Cairo, Peking,
I State E.S.E.P. members only
Moscow, and Havana.

Colleges and University stand in
return for a little less flack from
our enemies and a little more
money from the Legislature."
Sperling predicted that the
faculty would treat Storey's
proposal "with the contempt it
deserves. The ui^ent need to^y is
to defend and explain the values
of public higher education, not to
appease our enemies or otherwise
accommodate ourselves to the
prejudices of our uninformed
critics."

students
speak out

the scene at this time, described
the rituation by saying "the police
reacted, it was clear. No one could
or would move after the gas. The
police could have killed someone,
but didn't even have any serious
injuries. This was good." While
the police tried to arrest the two
youths (they got only one)
students in the nearby bus broke
open the windows and swarmed
out towards the police. The police
at this point phsically pushed the
youths back, the crowd dispersed,
and the other busses took the rest
home.
The situation in retrospect,
then, seems to rit into a general
conriguration of mistrust and
misunderstandii^. Police reacted,
though in a "cool" manner. The
majority of people present didnt
know what was happening, and
order was brought about only
through brute force.
ALL INTEESTED STUDENTS
ARE WELCOME to attend the
Tuesday, Nov. 25 meeting of the
C^al-State Young Republicans.
Discussions of the current
political issues will be presented.
Get involved— present your own
political stands and beliefs. The
Young Republicans provide an
opportunity for young people to
rind political expression and
recognition. The meeting will be
held at 10 A.M. in PS 104.
apathetic and don't get involved
in student activities. Those people
would not buy one. I would buy
one because I enjoy school and I
like the people here. A yearbook
would be a good memorandum of
the year."

A yearbook committee, under
D A V E WEBB, Freshman,
the editor-ship of Sheila Ryan, has
been formed on campus, and Undeclared: "Yes, I would be
plans are currently underway for willing to buy a copy. I feel that
the college is small enough so that
the production of a college you can get to know a lot of
annual. The riiilure of the 1967 students. Looking back through a
"(Dasabo" casts some doubt as to yearbook would be a good way to
whetha the 1969-70 issue will remember friends. I think the
bring about more successful majority of students would be
willing to buy a copy."
results. Several students were
MIKE CLARK, Junior History:
asked, at random, wheth^ or not "No, I wouldn't buy one."
they would be willing to support
the publication of a yearbook by
SENSORY AWARENESS
buying one.

GROUP FORMING

Opinion . . .
Yearbook
Interviews by
NANCY SAUNDERS
J I M NORLOCH, Graduate
student, Sociology: "I would
probably not be interested enough
in the yearbook to purchase a
copy. I dont really care much for
this sort of thing. Many students
might buy a copy of the
yearbook, but then we must ask
would it be in our best interest to
produce a yearbook of fair quality
at this point?"
RENATE MAHLER, Freshman,
Sociology: "I think it is a good
idea, but a iot of students are

Using Bernard Gunther
Techniques.
Phone 883-0791 after 5:00

You Are OrdiaWy
Inviibedi to Attend
A iDvrmonistration of
Cosmetic Application

PEARSON'S
PHARMACY
by

Monneur Ruymon

Of
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10 A.M. TIL 5 P.M.

3148 N. "E" St.
Marshall & E
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Report:
CSCSB Students Join Marcii for
Peace in San Francisco
By NANCY SAUDNERS

CAROL CHAFFIN DRAWS her "chalk-in," among about 50 students
who created color pictures and messages in the free-speech area,
sponsored by the Cultural Affairs Committee. (Photo by Steve Imiaiek)

letters
Pleased with
Youngbiood
Concert

To the Editor:
On Saturday evening, November
8, 1969, San Bernardino State
bcilitated its Hrst rock concert.
Ikis being the first activity of this
type held at our College, I was
extremely pleased with the
results.
The planning and work put into
Oils activity by the Cal-State ASB
is indeed commendable. An
activity of this type requires a
conaderabie amount of advance
planning in the areas of parking
control and buQding surveillance.
The students who assisted the
College Police in these activities
did outstanding jobs.
All too often we hear only the
negative feedback concerning
students and activities of this
type. The manner in which this
concert was planned and
conducted once again reaffirms
beliefs in the Cal-State ASB
and student body as a whole.
Micky Cams

Community
Coffee Shop?
To the Editor:
Take a drive on E Street some
Friday or Saturday night. Here
and thore are groups of teenagers
sitting on hoods of parked cars,
radios screaming the latest songs
from the teenybopper stations.
They are staring at the
slow-moving stream of cars driven
by other teenagers, and also at
some "hip" people in their 20's all
looking for the action and
wantii^ to be whare-it's-at. Stop
to talk to them. They are zombies
who enjoy sitting with nothing to
do. They are bright people with a
lot to say, that is, if anyone will
listen.
With the • exception of Penny
Univeraty, San Bernardino has no
place for these people including
teenagers, hippies and college
students. There are bars,
nightclubs, etc., in the city for
older people. There are concerts
at the Swing Auditorium for those

who have three to five dollars to
spend. But the teenagers are
excluded from bars and aren't the
boose type anyway, and with
most students find money hard to
come by. Without money there is
only E Street to go to where the
cops and the businessmen are
hostile — long hair and bare feer
as well as black skin bring down
the property value!
During the last few days a few
CSLISB students have been
forming ideas about opening, with
ASB funds, sort of a combination
coffeehouse — headshop —
meeting hall in the community.
There has been much talk in the
last couple years about the college
becoming more involved in the
community. This shop is seen by
its supporters as a place where
people — college students,
teenagers, blacks and browns, etc.,
— could come, sit down, have
some coffee and rap to one
another about what is on their
minds.
Such a shop would need a
starting investment of $250-$300
and $125 per month to run; the
money is considerably less than
the amount that ASB lost on the
Youngbloods concert ) no
criticism is intended) and would
be for a long-range project. The
shop would be a non-profit
enterprise; however, supporters
hope that the shop would sell
products such as jewelry, clothes,
candles which persons . in the
community had made to be sold
on a commission basis to help pay
the shop's cost. Community
groups could use the shop when
not in use.
What is needed now to get the
shop off the ground is support
from CSCSB students. ASB
officers who
have been
approached have expressed
interest in the idea. It woiUd be a
good investment for the ASB to
make in the community.
Frank Moore

Yearbook
Support
To the Editor:
A yearbook is being planned on
this campus to be sold for $2.50.
It will consist of 80 pages divided
into four sections covering
campus literary contributions,
academic endeavors, the four
classes, and campus activities. At
the present time the only class

Last Friday morning, Dennis
Clement, A1 Coffeen and I left for
San Francisco to participate in the
November 15 nationwide protest
against the war in Viet Nam.
Before we were even out of L.A.
we noticed severai cars, decorated
with various peace paraphernalia,
heading for the same place to do
much the same thing. Our trip up
there was a trip in itself — for
some reason leaving San
Bernardino for San Francisco
produces exhilirating emotions of
relief, serenity, and indefinable
joy. Leaving the L.A. area for
northern California is iike
stepping out of the county dump
into an unreal world of trees,
ocean, blue skies, and nature. Our
reasons for going were centered
specifically on participation in the
Moratorium and bringing back an
experience about it, but the
weekend offered a re^ change of
pace for all three of us.
We reached San Francisco late
that night and were welcomed
warmly at the home of Dennis'
relatives, Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Clark.
Our feelings about the entire
experience only reflect the
extreme warmth and hospitality
with which the Clark's made us
feel at home. The three of us left
by bus early the next morning to
join the march at Geary Street. I
can honestly say that I have never
before seen that many people in a
that might have individual
pictures in this annuai is the
senior class. The last attempt to
produce a yearbook on this
campus was the Casabo of 1967
which consisted of approximately
90 pages to cover a student body
of less than 500. This year book is
planned to cover a student body
of over 1750 students with fewer
p^es and at least $200.00 more
advertising. The yearbook
committee has asked the ASB
Senate for $719.75 to supplement
the expected sale of at least 300
yearbooks and at least $500 in
advertising revenue. If there are
300 students on this campus who
are wiiiing to invest $2.50 for a
year
book that is not
representative of more than a
small segment of this campus the
yearbook will break even. If not, a
lot of ASB funds are going to be
wasted. There are opinion polls
circulating, and members of the
Senate are attempting to find out
what support if any the student
body will give this yearbook. The
next meeting of the ASB Senate
on Tuesday, Nov. 25, in room
L-149 at 10 a.m. will be the time
and place to make your views
heard on this matter. Your
attendance and views are invited.
RONALD L. ALBRIGHT
sophomore class senator
JET CHARTERS
Several flights from West
Coast, $245 to 325 r.t; $140 to
225 o/w. Coordinator: Prof.
Frank Paal, 247 Roycroft Ave.
Long Beach 90803
lel: 438-2179

street

together,

marching

for

speakers and music, but most,
stayed to listen to Rev. Raiph
Abernathy, David Hilliard of the
Black Panther Party, Rennie Davis
(one of the Chicago Eight on trial
for conspiracy), Don Kalish,
ex-Senator Wayne Morse, Phil
Ochs, Joan Baez, Buffy St. Marie,
and Crosby, Stills and Nash.

peace or for any other reason.
People of every conceivable type
walked side by side in an
astonishing display of political
activism. Every faction imaginable
from the Anti-Communist
Christian Crusade to SDS to Black
Panthers was busy distributing
literature to anyone willing to Rennie Davis drew loud cheers
take it. Rock bands accompained from a red flagbearing SDS
the marchers in trucks, and the faction, who also tried to drown
San Francisco Mime Troupe lead out dove Wayne Morse's message.
the crowd in various chants Crosby, Stills and Nash were
including "Ho Ho Ho Chi Minh, great, to say the least. They sang
the NLF is going to win." Almost severai songs, one off their album,
everyone bore a sign of some and "For What It's Worth." They
kind, and some very original ended an apropos parting message
remarks were displayed, like: "I — "Politics is bullshit, Nixon is
am an effete intellectual, but what bullshit, Agnew is bullshit, and
is a Spiro?"; "Fighting for Peace is Ronald Reagan is bullshit" (which
like Baliing for Chastity"; and drew the loudest cheers). The
"Pull Out Dick Now." Puents rally ended in a mass exodus from
with smail children and babies, the park from the park into the
older people, and hair were streets of San Francisco. Our bus
prominent throughout the march. back was packed from front to
It was undoubtedly the lai^est rear with tired but elated people
collection of cool people we'd who had experienced a unique
ever seen.
manifestation
of
the
constitutional right to peaceably
The "San Francisco Chronicle" assmeble.
estimated the group to be
200,000 which is only about 400
The entire demonstration was
times larger than San Bernardino's completely void of hassles of any
march on the Court house kind. Only three arrests were
October 15, if you can imagine made, for possession of drugs. We
that. A loud^eaker situated at an were amazed at the lack of
Intersection of the march blared policemen, and we did not see a
the names of thousands of single one at Golden Gate Park.
different areas and colleges People seemed to be united in a
present. (Al went boldly up and heavy political and moral bond
told them where we were from). for peace. The experience revealed
The three of us walked for to me that the movement is not
approximately four hoius before one of isolation or nunority. The
we reached the polo field in phenomenal numbers actively
Golden Gate Park for a fantastic participating convinced me that
rally. A slight mist had begun to people of anti-war feeling in this
fall on the hundreds of thousands country will have a strong
of people gathered there to hear influence on the shaping of
American foreign policy.

Student,
Community
Cooperation
To the Editor:
A great need exists to have
some form of communications
open between the community and
college students. Not only is it
important for financial support of
the school, but also to reduce the
communication problems that
now exist.
A number of su^estions have
been made, and it is felt that a
forum
bringing together
representatives from the city
government, church oi^anizations,
service ciubs, ethnic groups, urban
leagues, and students would be
the most beneficial approach.
Initially, this forum would be
aimed at communicating the
students views, and form an outlet
for directing student involvement
in the community. The long-range
proqiects could include a better
understanding and coordination
(Continued on
8, Col 4>

Dennis, AI, and I brought back
with us a deep sentiment that will
carry us through until the war in
V^et Nam is over. Demonstrations
will be held every month across
the United States until that goal is
achieved;: and, judging from
November 15 in San Francisco, it
will eventually come about.
fpipipipipipipipipipipif:
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Qod made roan
and reslecU^
Qod roade
earth and
rested—
^Then Qod roade
iporoan^

Since then
no one has
restedl
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calendar

Friday
November 21 10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
12:00 noon
12:00 noon
3:00 p.m.
8:(X) p.m.
8:15 p.m.
Saturday
November 22 8:00 a.m.5 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

AV & ETV
Publications Board
Freshman Class Meeting
Theta Psi Omega
Yearbook Committee
AS Execution Cabinet •
Grove Press Films
Play

PS buildings
& Cafeteria
5-C Ranch

BSU Conference

Gym
C-116
PS 10

8:00 p.m.
8:15 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

Monday
November 24 12:00 noon

^:

B-325
L-114
B-20
PS-131
PS-105
L-114
PS 10
0-116

8:00 p.m.
Tuesday
November 25 10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

Cafeteria Ann
Alpha Phi Omego
Annex
Lecture, Dr. Saylor
PS10
Young Republicans
AS Senate
Biology Club
Student Affairs Com
mittee
Geraldine Rickman, L&PA
BSU
Yearbook Committee
Cultural Affairs
Activities Committee
Ethnic Studies Program
Community U

PS-104
L-149
B-101
L-114

11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
12 noon
•1:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

PS 10
L-149
PS-105
L-114
L-114
PS-104
PS-122

12:00 noon

Cafeteria
Annex
Music
Rehearsal rm.
B-101
B-101

Wednesday
November 26 11:45 a.m.

12:00 noon
4:00 p.m.

Hayride (Starts in
Prking. lot)
African Costume Dance
Play
Comedy Films

Letters

(Cent, from page 7)

between the different groups of
the community.
In an approach to initiate such a
program, letters are being sent out
this week to ascertain the feeling
of the community on this matter.
Hopefully this will be a beginning.
Any suggestions from the students
on this campus will be welcome.

Yearbook Editor
Comments
To The Editor:
It has been brought to this
editor's attention that "there will
be some opposition in starting a
yearbook." I was aware of this
&om the beginning, not only
because college yearbooks are
going out of style, but also
because of this school's past

Purchasing Dept.
Recital
Ski Club
MECHA

experiences with an annual.
Information has led the yearbook
staff to believe that the lack of
success for the 1967 Casabo was
due to the fact that it was late in
arriving, and that insufHcient
funds kept that staff from mailing
300 copies. We are late in starting,
but we have arranged mailing
dates so that the annual will be
here on can:q)us a week and a half
before flnals. Also, for students
who make a request, we have
made arrangements for the
yearbook to be mailed to the
student directly from the plant.
Funds are our main concern,
but with students' help in buying
our quota of books and attaining
our goal for advertisements, we
will put out an annual by June
1970. The books will be on sale
for the remaining part of
November for $2.50 each. We are
asking the ASB Senate to cover
part of the cost of each book so
that many of you will be able to
afford it.
Sheila Ryan
editor

STAFF

I

"Boy,
You've Got to Carry That Weight
A Long Time."

Bill Maddox wrote the special reports on the west-side and
high-school disturbances; John Roth, the Angela Davis report
besides copy-editing and layout; Jan Seybold, layout; Mike
Zlaket wrote the film stories and edited others; Sam Houston,
press-layout besides business; Chris Mallory, editing and general
help; Jerry Hardy and Becky who will turn in terrific reports
next issue; and including those who got bylines on their work
(same great cartoons and art by Steve Emanuel and David
Kovits); Dee Conley, editing and workshop; and some advice
from Mary Cisar and others.
Ben Jaques, acting editor

